Stanford Reservoir Moth Report 2020
2020 was a challenging year for the most part, however the groups regular ventures at
Stanford reservoir were not too affected once the 1st lockdown was over so as a group we
decided on some ringing sessions we would camp out at the reservoir and run several moth
nights.
Moth trapping:
All the group members are avid naturalists however the task of moth trapping and recording
was primarily passed to 3 group members - Adam, Theo and Kate. The ringing always takes
priority in the group and with it being an impressive year for ringing, we only managed to run
3 moth nights through the summer months on the 12th July, 18th July and 31st August.
The site already has a moth list containing species caught on past moth nights, however the
majority of these caught and identified were Macro moths. So Theo in particular took to
giving the micro moths a go and we were well rewarded with 50 micro moth species being
caught over the 3 nights, 40 of them being new for the site!
Highlights of these included Aethes rubigana (left) and targeted
reedbed specialists Limnaecia phragmitella (middle) and Schoenibus
gigantella (right). Pictured below:

Over the 3 nights we also managed to catch 77 macro species of which 9 species were new
for the Reservoir list, Including: Bordered Beauty (top left), Round-winged Muslin (top right)
and Vapourer (Bottom Left). This Privet Hawkmoth (Bottom right) was one of the more
impressive moths we caught with 2 Elephant and 7 Poplar Hawkmoths also in the traps.

All species recorded were caught using MV moth traps and are listed in the table at the end
with the species in bold being new for the reservoir list.
Field records:
One of our group members Simon decided to invest in
Clearwing pheromones. Clearwings are a day flying moth that
do not respond to light however the best way to see them is by
using pheromones which are available from moth equipment
suppliers and do not harm the moths.
The pheromones are simply put in a small bag which you can
put near/on the moth's food plant and wait for the moths to be
attracted. June/July is peak season for these moths, so when
the time came Simon decided to try the dam car park where
there are plenty of Osiers, Willows and Sallow, ideal for these
species.
In 2 visits Simon attracted at least 1 Red-Tipped Clearwing
(top) and 3 Lunar Hornet Clearwings (bottom) using the
pheromones. Both are new species for the site and for Simon,
a childhood dream achieved. (Photo of Red-tipped and video
courtesy of Simon
-https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pdf6tedCnhU)

Another field record came courtesy of group member Dawn on a
walk around the reservoir on July 1st, when she found a pair of
stunning Scarlet Tiger moths. A local scarcity and yet another
new species for the reservoir. (Photo courtesy of Dawn)
We aim in 2021 to do more moth nights and more field
recording as 2020 gave us a great taster for how rewarding
moth recording can be at Stanford Reservoir!
(Photos and report written by Theo de Clermont)

